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The PhD Playbook
Lessons learned during my PhD experience that you can apply



A little about me

• Born and grew-up in Trinidad and Tobago


• B.A honours Computer Science from Harvard College in 2018


• Won a Rhodes Scholarship to pursue PhD at Oxford


• Graduated in August with a PhD from the VGG group 


• Research interests: multi-modal + self-supervised learning


• Currently, Machine Learning scientist at Piñata Farms.



The PhD Playbook

• The set of strategies that made me successful during my PhD and can be 
helpful to others.



The PhD Playbook

The playbook has been divided into the following sections:


1. “It takes a village”: the importance of the people in your PhD journey


2. “The Paper Checklist”: tips for a competitive submission


3. “What’s next?”: tips on what to do next after completing PhD



It Takes a Village
The importance of the people in your PhD journey



What’s the most important 
section of my thesis?



Acknowledgements

Supervisors + Postdocs

Collaborators

Friends

Mentors + Sponsors

Family



Supervisors
• Talk to past and current students


• Supervisory style: hands-on vs hands-off? Long-term vs short-term?


• Research interests: does supervisor’s interests overlap with your research passion?

Andrea Vedaldi João Henriques



Collaborators
• Collaborate, not compete: bounce ideas, pair program


• Share and rotate first-authorship


• Let everyone play to their strengths

Yuki Asano Bernie Huang Ruth Fong



Mentors
• You don’t need to have to have all the answers


• “Your Personal Board of Directors”: those who you go to for advice


• Deciding between internship opportunities, research directions, post-grad

Ishan Misra Maxine Williams



Sponsors
• Sponsors: those in senior positions who advocate for you


• Try to establish such relationship during internships

Florian Metze Geoffrey Zweig



Friends + Family
• PhD is long and difficult journey, and family and friends play critical role in getting you through


• Support you during the tough times, and celebrate the good times

FamilyFriends





Paper checklist
Tips for a competitive submission



Checklist Overview (The 6 C’s)

Catchy Title

Clear Splash Figure

Cite Thoroughly

Contributions (>1)

Compare to SOTA

Compare to baseline



Catchy Title
• Gives an idea about topic, but leaves the reader wanting to learn more



Splash Figure
• Captures the method and/or the intuition of the approach very clearly



Related Works
• Be very thorough; cite as much relevant works as possible. 


• “Are you going to get as much citations on this work?” - supervisor


• Use websites such as ConnectedPapers, Semantic Scholar, PapersWithCode

https://www.connectedpapers.com/


Method
• Clear, and simple language and writing (very easy-to-follow)


• More than 1 technical novel contribution (3 is ideal)



Results: Extensive Ablations
• Extensive ablations demonstrates the impact of your contribution clearly


• Anticipate any ablation requests from reviewers and add to main paper or 
appendix.


• Important: to define baseline.



Results: Comparison to State-of-Art
• Showing competitive performance compared to current state-of-the-art 

always helps your paper.


• Show comparisons across a number of datasets: 3 - 4 is ideal.


• Structure table to show other dimensions (FLOPs, memory, speed) that your 
approach excels in.



Results: Qualitative Figures
• Qualitative Figures complements your quantitative results by visually showing 

what your model is doing. 



Practical Tip 1: Choose venue wisely
• Every conference is different, and they each value different things


• Theory vs applied? e.g. ICML vs. WACV


• Preference for pushing state-of-the-art e.g. CVPR


• Domain-specific vs domain-agnostic e.g. NeurIPS vs ICASSP



Practical Tip 2: Maintain experiment log
• Be very meticulous on maintaining experiment log


• Very helpful rebuttals to find any requested experiments


• Detect patterns in hyper-parameters for SOTA. 


• Reproducibility


• Spreadsheets or open-source tools (Mlflow, Neptune) are helpful for this.



Practical Tip 3: Open-Source Early
• Open-sourcing code with pertained models soon after conference deadline:


• Adds visibility / publicity to your work as others can easily build on it


• Reproducibility of results by the community.



What’s next?
Tips on deciding on what’s next after wrapping up PhD



What’s next post-PhD?
A professor, research scientist, and ML engineer walk into a bar



The Post-PhD Job Matrix (At Graduation)

Prestige Financial Academic 
Freedom Bureaucracy Stability

Industry Lab 
(FB, Google, DM) Medium High Medium High High

Academic  
(Tenure Track) High Low High High High

Startup  
(Seed / Series-A) Low Medium Low Low Low



Your preferences impacts the function

f = wprestigeprestige + wfinancial financial + wpeoplepeople + wacademicfreedomacademicfreedom + wbureaucracybureaucracy + wstabilitystability

• The weights of this function depends on your preferences and circumstances.


• These weights may be positive or negative :)



Your preferences vary with time

f(t) = wprestige(t)prestige + wfinancial(t)financial + wacademicfreedom(t)academicfreedom + wbureaucracy(t)bureaucracy + wstability(t)stability

• As you get older, what you value changes. 


• e.g. One may value stability later on life, but not when younger



The variables vary with time
• The variables of the function usually change value over time.


• e.g. salary, stability

f(t) = wprestige(t)prestige(t) + wfinancial(t)financial(t) + wacademicfreedom(t)academicfreedom(t) + wbureaucracy(t)bureaucracy(t) + wstability(t)stability(t)



For industrial + academic path, the change of variables is known

• How variables change are a lot more predictable for academic and 
industrial jobs. 


• Salaries:


• University professor: publicly available online


• Industrial jobs: websites are available e.g. Glassdoor, Levels.fyi



For startups, there’s a lot more unknowns 
• As there is greater information asymmetry and uncertainty with startups, 

the value of these variables can vary a lot and is very startup-dependent.


• What are the questions to answer to get the right information to reduce this 
uncertainty when deciding on a startup?



Joining a startup
• Does the mission excite you?


• Stage of startup?


• Do you like the people?


• What’s your role at the startup and how do you see it changing over time?


• What are your financial goals?


• Are you okay with doing more applied work?


• Who are the investors?


• What’s your risk appetite?



In summary
• Build the right village to make you successful during PhD


• Follow the checklist (6 C’s) to have a competitive paper submission


• Only you can decide what you want to do after your PhD :)


